Synonyms:
words that have similar meaning

Antonyms:
words that mean the opposite of another word

The little bubble floated up through the water.
freezing, giant, small, stormy, ticklish, tiny

The noisy school of fish swam by the friends.
loud, cold, quiet, bright, colorful, rowdy

Jelly feels nervous about joining the school of fish.
brave, caring, sleepy, shy, afraid, giggly

The fish are sad that school is canceled.
sleepy, small, glum, unhappy, quiet, cheerful

I love counting waffles for math class!
enjoy, adore, dislike, walk, sing, fight

The fish swim fast to find facts.
loudly, slowly, quickly, sadly, swiftly, kindly

Recess is a time to play tag with friends.
captains, taxis, pals, buddies, enemies, dogs

The superheroes win the fight against the monster.
dance, battle, race, combat, agreement, sky